Outline of Workshop
8 Math Practice Standards used just for Math or NOT

I. Carousel of 8 Math Practice Standards
   a. Posters in “Kid Friendly Language”
   b. Posters in “Middle and High School Kid Friendly Language”

II. Discussion of how we can use the Practice Standards in ALL Content areas.

III. Discussion on different strategies/tools that can be used to make sure our students are successful


V. Attached copy of 8 Math Practice Standards from CCSS pages 6-8

VI. Discuss importance of Formative Assessments to be used to assist our teachers and students to complete the 8 Math Practice Standards:
   a. Give Me Five Toolbox
   b. Three Index Card Toolbox
   c. Admit/Exit Slips
   d. KIM
   e. PIC
   f. Foldables – DINAH ZIKE
   g. 3-2-1
   h. Think-Pair-Share
   i. Alpha Box
   j. Mix, Match &Freeze
   k. Vocabulary Frames
   l. Frayer Model
   m. I Have, Who Has?
   n. Word Knowledge Chart
   o. Cubing
   p. RAFT
   q. TIC TAC TOE